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Abstract—Today’s software programs are bloating and have become extremely complex. As there is typically no internal isolation among modules in a program, a vulnerability can be exploited to corrupt the memory and take control of the whole program. Program modularization is thus a promising security mechanism that splits a complex program into smaller modules, so that memory-access instructions can be constrained from corrupting irrelevant modules. A general approach to realizing program modularization is dependence analysis which determines if an instruction is independent of specific code or data; and if so, it can be modularized. Unfortunately, dependence analysis in complex programs is generally considered infeasible, due to problems in data-flow analysis, such as unknown indirect-call targets, pointer aliasing, and path explosion. As a result, we have not seen practical automated program modularization built on dependence analysis.

This paper presents a breakthrough—Type-based dependence analysis for Program Modularization (TyPM). Its goal is to determine which modules in a program can never pass a type of object (including references) to a memory-access instruction; therefore, objects of this type that are created by these modules can never be valid targets of the instruction. The idea is to employ a type-based analysis to first determine which types of data flows can take place between two modules, and then transitive resolve all dependent modules of a memory-access instruction, with respect to the specific type. Such an approach avoids the data-flow analysis and can be practical. We develop two important security applications based on TyPM: refining indirect-call targets and protecting critical data structures. We extensively evaluate TyPM with various system software, including an OS kernel, a hypervisor, UEFI firmware, and a browser. Results show that on average TyPM additionally refines indirect-call targets produced by the state of the art by 31%-91%. TyPM can also remove 99.9% of modules for memory-write instructions to prevent them from corrupting critical data structures in the Linux kernel.

1. Introduction

The complexity of modern software keeps growing, as more and more features are introduced. For example, the Linux kernel and the Chromium browser both have exceeded over 30 million lines of code with more than 20 thousand modules. This trend is detrimental to security; there is typically no internal isolation in a program, so a vulnerability can be exploited to corrupt memory and take control of the control/data flow of the whole program. Naturally, program modularization can effectively mitigate the problem, which enforces the “least privilege” security principle. Program modularization splits a complex program into smaller modules, so that a vulnerability in one module can be constrained from affecting other irrelevant modules.

Program modularization generally requires dependence analysis which is to identify all possible control/data dependencies of an instruction; independent code/data thus can be safely excluded from the targets of the instruction. A standard approach is to first identify the control dependencies, and then perform data-flow analysis within the reachable control-flow graph to identify data dependencies. Note that soundness (i.e., identifying all valid targets) is a priority, as missing a target may cause a program to fail at runtime.

Dependence analysis for complex C/C++ programs has been generally considered “mission impossible”. Given a memory-access instruction, determining which code/data in the program can never be valid targets requires keeping track of both control and data flows from sources (such as a memory allocation) to the memory-access instruction. Such an analysis suffers from hard problems, including unknown indirect-call targets, inaccurate pointer aliasing, and path explosion. Our experimental results on the Linux kernel and Firefox show that the aliasing problem alone would render the data-flow analysis impractical, due to overwhelming false results and scalability issues. Moreover, as we will explain in §2, existing dependence analyses would not work for a multi-entry program.

Dependence analysis has thus been largely limited to “detection” or offline analysis where inaccuracy and unsoundness can be tolerated, but it has not been applied to runtime defenses in practice. For instance, the state of the art on program compartmentalization still has to rely on humans to first annotate compartments [38]. We believe that if dependence analysis, as a basic technique, is made practical, it can potentially enable various security applications, such as control-flow integrity (CFI) [6, 59, 56, 10, 43, 17, 60, 44, 15] which limits control transfers to only valid code targets; data-flow integrity (DFI) [53, 7, 12] which identifies critical data structures and allows only valid memory read/write instructions to access them; program compartmentalization [33, 38, 39, 34, 28] which partitions programs into isolated regions to contain attack impacts; and software debloating [47, 8, 46] which tries to remove unrelated modules.

In this paper, we present a breakthrough in dependence analysis, namely, Type-based dependence analysis for Program Modularization (TyPM). Given a memory-
access instruction, its goal is to determine a set of modules (independent modules) in the program such that the object targeted by the instruction cannot have emanated from these modules. Therefore, objects created by independent modules can never be valid targets of the instruction. TyPM achieves this goal with a new type-based static analysis, instead of impractical data-flow analysis. The high-level idea of TyPM is to employ a type-based analysis to identify the types of data flows between two modules, and then to transitively identify dependent modules of a specific type based on the type-labeled cross-module data flows. TyPM analyzes and leverages the type information in the communication channels between two modules. As will be described in §3.2, the communication channels are clearly defined—there are actually only two channels, function-call arguments and global variables, both with type information. Therefore, TyPM’s analysis can be practical and sound.

TyPM has three stages. The first stage is typecasting analysis, which is to comprehensively collect all typecasts in each module. The output is a cast map that maintains the cast-from and cast-to types for each module. The second stage is to identify the types of data-flows between two modules, by analyzing globals and function-call arguments. The analysis of this stage is general: It obtains types in both objects and their references, parses nested types, and handles typecasting by querying the cast map. The output is a flow map that maintains possible types of data flows between two modules. Given a <type, module> pair as the input, which can be obtained from a memory-access instruction, the last stage is to transitively resolve the dependent modules by querying the flow map. The last stage additionally uses type elevation to improve the precision.

We identify several challenges when implementing TyPM and propose new techniques to address them. (1) Identification of types and directions of data flows between modules. Global variables and function arguments can be complicated, as they often involve nested data structures. We recursively label the types of their elements (e.g., nested fields of structs), as well as directions of data flows through a minimal variable-use analysis. (2) Typecasting analysis for soundness. A major challenge in ensuring the soundness of TyPM is handling the prevalent typecasting. An element should be labeled with all possible types. We develop a typecasting analysis that is conservative and handles general types (e.g., void*). We also handle unions which may manifest various types. (3) Iterative resolving for unknown indirect calls. TyPM must analyze arguments of all function calls, including indirect ones whose targets are unknown. To address the problem, we propose to start with the existing imprecise type matching, but further use an iterative algorithm to optimize the precision. (4) Optimization through type elevation. Finally, we optimize the precision of dependence analysis by using elevated types together with original types to make the resolving much more restrictive.

A common question is whether TyPM is able to capture indirect data flows between two modules, e.g., a reference (pointer) to an object is passed to other modules through shared memory, heap, globals, or their combinations. TyPM generally handles such cases based on an important insight. For an object (e.g., a data structure) of module $M_1$ to become a target of module $M_2$, a reference to the object, i.e., the object itself or a pointer to it, must be passed from module $M_1$ to $M_2$ (directly or transitively), through function arguments and/or globals. Otherwise, module $M_2$ cannot access the object. Such passing of references will be generally captured by TyPM’s type analysis against function arguments and/or globals. This is regardless of where the object is stored: globals, the heap, shared memory, or the stack. An object itself and its references are treated equally in TyPM in such a way that TyPM always obtains the types in them. Note that references also contain type information, and TyPM handles nested types, no matter whether a field is an object or a reference. We provide an example in Figure 2 that illustrates how TyPM generally captures both direct and indirect data flows by inspecting the two channels.

We implement TyPM based on LLVM and demonstrate its power with two security applications. First, we show how TyPM can further significantly remove invalid indirect-call targets produced by existing type matching [56, 43, 37, 18, 61, 36]. Intuitively, the type matching should focus on only the dependent modules, but not the whole program. For each indirect call, we thus use TyPM to collect the dependent modules and remove the targets outside the modules. Essentially, we achieve a scope-aware type matching for indirect-call targets. Second, we apply TyPM to protect critical data structures (e.g., the ones related to access control) in the Linux kernel. We collect the critical data structures, and for each memory-write, we use TyPM to determine whether the types of the critical data structures are possibly passed to the memory-write; if not, the memory-write should not target the critical data structures and should be constrained from accessing them.

We extensively evaluate TyPM using an OS kernel (Linux), a hypervisor (Xen), UEFI firmware (OVMF), and a browser (Firefox). The results show that TyPM can typically finish the analysis of millions of lines of code within minutes or hours. TyPM can further dramatically remove the indirect-call targets produced by existing type matching by 31%-91%. Our evaluation results also show that TyPM does not introduce false negatives under its model. For the protection of critical data structures, on average TyPM is able to remove 99.9% of modules for memory-write instructions, so that these instructions can be effectively constrained from corrupting critical data structures we collected in the Linux kernel. We believe that TyPM is a practical and easy-to-use tool that would enable a variety of security applications. We release our implementation of TyPM at https://github.com/umnsec/typm.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in the paper.

- **A breakthrough in dependence analysis.** We propose a new concept—type-based dependence analysis for program modularization (TyPM). Given a type of data and a target module, TyPM determines modules that can never pass such a type of data to the target module, and thus can be safely excluded. Such an analysis can be generally
used to constrain targets of memory-access instructions (read/write/execute) to improve memory safety or precision of program analysis. TyPM avoids the challenging inter-procedural data-flow analysis, and its approach is sound in principle.

- **New techniques for practicality.** To implement a practical TyPM, we propose multiple new techniques to address challenges. In addition to identifying type- and direction-labeled cross-module data flows, we perform typecasting analysis and handle unions to ensure soundness, iteratively resolve unknown indirect-call targets, and significantly optimize results through type elevation.

- **Two security applications.** We implement TyPM based on LLVM and apply TyPM to further improve the precision of existing indirect-call analysis and to protect critical data structures. Evaluation results show that TyPM is scalable and precise, and can significantly refine indirect-call targets produced by existing techniques and remove the vast majority of modules for memory-write instructions in the monolithic Linux kernel.

## 2. Background and Motivation

In this section, we present the background of dependence analysis and type analysis, as well as the motivation.

### 2.1. Limitations with Dependence Analysis

Dependence analysis is a foundational technique for security applications, which determines if data can propagate from one code location to another. Existing techniques [33, 32] typically employ control- and data-flow analyses. A standard approach is to first identify the control dependencies, and then perform data-flow analysis within the reachable control-flow graph to identify data dependencies. Such an approach has important limitations.

**Missing control dependence in multi-entry programs.** System software tends to have multiple entry points to provide APIs or services to higher-level applications. For example, the Linux kernel has more than 300 system calls and many interrupt handlers; all of these are entry points. In such programs, control dependence will not be a prerequisite for forming data dependence. In particular, two functions that are control-independent can still pass data (e.g., function pointers) through global variables or shared memory. As a result, existing data-dependence analyses that rely on control dependences will suffer from false negatives when the target program has multiple entry points. We believe that an accurate dependence analysis should not limit data flows within reachable control-flow graphs. In TyPM, we will broadly recover data dependences, without relying on control dependences.

**Challenges with data-flow analysis.** In this paper, we study inter-procedural data dependences between modules. Inter-procedural data-flow analysis has been known to suffer from multiple open problems. First, point-to analysis or alias analysis is required in data-flow analysis. Based on our experiments, well-known inter-procedural pointer analysis tools (e.g., SVF [34] and Andersen [21]) cannot scale to programs like OS kernels. Second, when in the conservative or sound mode, their results generally suffer from overwhelming false positives, and the imprecision becomes worse in larger programs. Third, data-flow analysis itself requires a complete call-graph which is not available due to indirect calls.

### 2.2. Requirements for Defense Mechanisms

When using dependence analysis in defense mechanisms like control-flow integrity (CFI) [6] and data-flow integrity (DFI) [12], extra challenges exist.

**Precision.** Precision is a primary goal for defense mechanisms, as it relates to protection effectiveness, as well as runtime and memory overheads. A general defense mechanism (e.g., CFI and DFI) is to limit control/data flows to only valid targets. The most common approach for computing the targets is through data-flow analysis, and the limitations have been discussed in §2.1. Alternatively, type matching [43, 36] searches for potential targets based on types. As we will describe in §2.3, it is still far from being precise.

**Minimal false negatives.** False negatives are often unacceptable in security applications, as they cause runtime errors. It is typically impractical to guarantee zero false negatives in computing targets due to non-standard code. Even for the conservative function-type matching, it still has false negatives [43]. However, we should ensure that the false negatives are minimal (e.g., a handful), so that we can manually modify the code in an affordable way. To allow such modification, the analysis should be able to report such non-standard code or potential false negatives.

### 2.3. Existing Scope-Unaware Type Analysis

Type analysis has recently shown promising results in security applications. For example, researchers proposed to use function types to match targets for indirect calls to achieve CFI [56, 43]. Recently advances [37, 61, 36, 18, 31] further use struct types to match function targets. However, these techniques are imprecise because they globally scan the whole program for targets and would thus include massive irrelevant targets—most modules in the program may not be related at all. More importantly, the precision of such a global search will become worse and worse, as the size of the target program grows.

## 3. The Concept of TyPM

In this paper, we aim to address the limitations with dependence analysis to make it practical for security applications beyond detection. We propose a new concept, Type-based dependence analysis for Program Modularization (TyPM), that practically determines which modules in a program can never pass a type of object (the object or its references) to a target module. TyPM avoids the challenging
inter-procedural data-flow analysis and instead employs a type-based analysis. In this section, we provide related definitions and important insights behind TyPM.

3.1. Definitions

We observe that a module is relatively self-contained and has clear boundaries. A module is defined as follows.

**Definition 1.** Module: A module is a compilation unit [5]. A compilation unit refers to source code that is compiled and treated as a single logical unit. Typically, a C/C++ file corresponds to a module. In LLVM, each bytecode file is a module.

If we perform the dependence analysis only between modules, the internal complexity of a module would not impact the dependence analysis, which may allow to achieve a practical dependence analysis. We thus propose Type-based Dependence Analysis which is defined as follows.

**Definition 2.** Type-based Dependence Analysis: Given an object type and a target module, it determines which modules in the program may propagate (both directly and indirectly) objects (or their references) of this type to the target module.

3.2. Insights

In the following, we present our insights on why TyPM would work in practice.

![Figure 1: Two data-flow channels between modules](image)

**Only two data-flow channels between modules.** Modules are relatively self-contained, as each of them is a separate compilation unit. The most important insight behind TyPM is that in a regular program, two modules have only two channels to pass references to memory objects: global variables (globals for short) and function-call arguments, as shown in Figure 1. In particular, to form a cross-module data flow through a global, one module writes to the global, and another module reads from it. To form a cross-module data flow through a function call, a module calls a function in another module and passes data through function arguments or return values. For simplicity, we use argument to represent both argument and return value. The data flows between two modules can be indirect (i.e., transitive): two modules without direct data flows can still be connected through other modules. Also, two channels can be used together for a cross-module data flow.

```
/* Global variable g */
struct global_t {
    struct p_t *p;
} g;

/* Module M1: */
void foo() {
    struct p_t *p = (struct p_t *)malloc(size);
    bar(p);
    g.p = p;
    store_to_g(p); // store_to_g() is in M3
}

/* Module M2: */
void bar(struct p_t *p) {
    use(p, g.p);
    p = load_from_g(); // load_from_g() is in M4
}
```

**Figure 2:** A pseudo-code example that illustrates how module M1 can pass object reference p to module M2.

Figure 2 shows an example of how module M1 can pass object reference p to module M2 using the two channels. In the first case, on line 9, foo() in M1 calls bar() of M2 with argument p, so we identify a data flow of type p_t from M1 to M2. In the second case, line 10 stores p to global g in M1, and line 16 loads p from g in M2, so we identify two sub-flows: M1 → g and g → M2. By transitively connecting these two sub-flows, we can identify a data flow of type p_t from M1 to M2. The last case is an indirect data flow that involves both a function call and the global. Line 11 calls store_to_g() of module M3, which stores p to global g, while line 17 calls load_from_g() in module M4, which loads p from global g. Correspondingly, we will first identify two sub-flows: (1) M1 → M3 → g and (2) g → M4 → M2. By transitively connecting these two sub-flows, we can again identify the data flow of type p_t from M1 to M2. In all of these cases, the cross-module data flows of type p_t are identified by only inspecting the function calls and globals.

Such an observation indicates that by inspecting only the two channels between modules, without actually tracking the complicated data flows, we may still determine if two modules can pass data to each other. This shows a possibility of achieving dependence analysis without relying on data-flow analysis.

**Types are restrictive to cross-module data flows.** If we assume that two modules are dependent as long as there is a data-flow channel between them, the dependence analysis would be highly imprecise. Fortunately, we can leverage the type information (as well as directions) to restrict the data flows. Two modules may easily form a data flow, but the data flow is unlikely of a specific type (e.g., a specific field of a struct) and direction. More importantly, the likelihood is even lower when there are many other modules between
the two modules, as all these modules have to transitively form a data flow of this specific type.

**Why TyPM can be effective and sound.** The effectiveness of TyPM is based on the difficulty of forming a lengthy cross-module data flow that is of a specific type and direction. Typically there are many other modules between two modules, $M_A$ and $M_B$. Given a possible path, $M_A, M_1, M_2, ..., M_n, M_B$, to form the dependence of type $T$ through the path, there must exist a transitive and complete sequence of type-labeled and directional data flows, $DF_T(M_A, M_1), DF_T(M_1, M_2), ..., DF_T(M_n, M_B)$. Such conditions are restrictive, as all of the sub-flows must be labeled with type $T$ and transitively connected. Missing any would not form the dependence.

The soundness of TyPM’s approach is based on the fact that if a target object with type $T$ in module $M_A$ is indeed a target of a memory-access instruction, $I$, in $M_B$, then a reference to the object must be passed to $I$. The passing of the reference is essentially a data-flow process. That is, there must be a continuous data flow that can pass this specific type of object from $M_A$ to $M_B$. This data flow will be identified by TyPM per its approach, so module $M_A$ will be included as a dependent module of $I$.

**4. Design of TyPM**

TyPM is intended to be an effective and practical technique for program modularization and security mechanisms. In this section, we present how we design TyPM to achieve the goals.

**4.1. An Overview**

**Assumptions.** To realize TyPM, we make a few assumptions. (1) We assume that the target program does not intentionally access objects out of the boundary, which by itself is considered a violation of memory safety. (2) We assume that all source code of the target program is available and in our analysis scope. If a function is missing, TyPM may miss the data flows through the function and thus miss dependences. Hand-written assembly code is typically not a problem unless it involves typecasting, cross-module function calls, global accesses, or propagating data of target types. (3) We assume that the underlying compiler (e.g., LLVM) is correct in providing the type information of data.

**The workflow.** At a higher level, TyPM takes as input a target type and a module (a pair $<type, module>$), as well as the program, and automatically identifies all possible dependent modules. The $<type, module>$ pair can be automatically obtained from a memory-access instruction: the type of accessed target and the module containing the instruction. Otherwise, a user can also manually specify the $<type, module>$ pairs. Figure 3 shows the workflow of TyPM.

TyPM has three stages. The first stage is to comprehensively collect typecasts in each module. Its output is a casting map, $CastMap(M, T, \{T\}')$, which indicates that type $T$ can be cast to types in set $\{T\}'$ in module $M$. The second stage is to label the types and directions of data flows between two modules. Its output is a flow map, $FlowMap(M_i, M_j, \{T\})$, which indicates that data flows of a type in set $\{T\}$ can take place from $M_i$ to $M_j$. The analysis of this stage is general: It obtains types in both objects and their references, and parses nested types. The analysis also handles typecasting by recursively querying $CastMap$. For example, when we identify a data flow of type $T$ from $M_i$ to $M_j$, and types $\{T\}'$ are ever directly or transitively cast to $T$ in $M_i$, then all the types in $\{T\}'$ will be added to the $FlowMap$, to conservatively indicate that data flows of these types may happen from $M_i$ to $M_j$. Given any type-module pair $<T, M>$ as an input, which can be obtained from any memory-access instruction, the final stage queries the $FlowMap$ to compute dependent modules $\{M'\}$ that may have a direct or transitive data flow (of type $T$) to $M$. In particular, the stage determines the existence of such a data flow from $M'$ to $M$ by finding either $DF_T(M', M)$ or $M_1, M_2, ..., M_n$ such that $DF_T(M', M_1), DF_T(M_1, M_2), ..., DF_T(M_n, M)$ all exist. Other modules beyond $\{M'\}$ are considered independent ones. The last stage additionally uses type elevation to improve the precision.

**4.2. Identifying Data-Flow Types and Directions**

While the identification of data-flow types and directions is the second stage, we present it before typecasting analysis because typecasting analysis is to ensure the soundness of the identification. The identification parses both globals and function calls.

**Type identification.** The goal of the type identification is to conservatively collect all possible types of data in a global or a function argument. The general algorithm for the type identification is recursive. The algorithm iterates each field of the involved variable (either a global or an argument). If a field is a composite type (e.g., a struct), we recursively parse its fields. If a field is a pointer, we recursively parse the types of the pointed elements. Through such a recursive and exhaustive analysis, we can identify all possible types of data that can be passed through the global or argument. Note that this analysis does not require any data-flow analysis.

$$DF_T(M, V, U) = \begin{cases} V \rightarrow M, & \text{if } U \text{ is a load,} \\ M \rightarrow V, & \text{if } U \text{ is a store, and } V \text{ is the pointer operand,} \\ Recursion(U), & \text{if } U \text{ is a cast or gep,} \\ V \leftrightarrow M, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (1)$$

**Direction identification.** The goal of direction identification is to further restrict the data flows in a global or argument. Our design is to make the identification sound by conservatively performing a minimal intra-procedural data-flow analysis. We also enforce a fallback mechanism—If there is any uncertainty, we stop the analysis and consider the data flow bi-directional. The analysis parses each use (an instruction using the variable), $U$, of an argument or global, $V$, in module $M$, with the policy in Equation 1. $DF_T(M, V, U)$ is the function that determines the direction of the data flow.
Figure 3: Overview of TyPM. It has three stages and two major maps. TyPM outputs dependent modules for a pair <type, module> which is obtained from a memory-access instruction.

Handling implicit data flows. Implicit data flows exist for globals and external functions. A global or an external function can be directly used in another module. For example, function foo() defined in module A can be directly called in module B without any explicit data flows that pass address of foo() from module A to module B. To capture such implicit data flows, we use a unique identifier to represent each global and external function, and use a map to link the unique identifier to the actual definition of the global or external function. This way, when module A calls foo(), we obtain its unique identifier and use the map to find its original definition, which essentially rebuilds the explicit data flows.

Building the FlowMap. With the results of \( D_T(M, V, U) \), we build the FlowMap which maintains possible type- and direction-labeled data flows between two modules. We will identify a data flow \( DF_T(M_i, M_j) \)—a data flow of type \( T \), from module \( M_i \) to module \( M_j \)—and add it to FlowMap, if:
1) Flow \( V \rightarrow M_j \) of type \( T \) exists; \( V \) is an argument of function \( F \) in \( M_j \); and \( M_i \) calls \( F \); or
2) Flows \( M_i \rightarrow V \) and \( V \rightarrow M_j \) of type \( T \) exist; and \( V \) is a global.

4.3. Typecasting Analysis for Soundness

The identification of data-flow types and directions simply parses the globals and arguments. However, typecasting is prevalent. A type in a global or argument can be a cast-to or cast-from type, and its actual type can be others. In particular, casting a struct type to a general type (e.g., void* or int64_t) is common. Missing possible types would miss the type-based dependences. We thus propose a sound typecasting analysis to capture all possible types.

Given a module, for each cast operation, we obtain its cast-to and cast-from types, and use a map (CastMap) to record the typecasting relations. To achieve that, we conservatively analyze, (1) all globals (as well as their nested fields), (2) all instructions, and (3) all operands of instructions (an operand of an instruction can be a cast operator), to exhaustively capture all cast operations in the module.

In §4.2, whenever we encounter a type in parsing a global or argument, we query CastMap to recursively collect all related types. This way, we ensure that we collect all possible types that a global or an argument can potentially pass, in the presence of typecasting, which ensures the soundness. Note that unions may appear to be different types in modules, without an explicit casting operation. We handle unions by using only the names of unions but not the types (in LLVM, unions are treated as structs with a name). More details will be presented in §5.

4.4. Iterative Analysis for Indirect Calls and Dependences

Indirect calls have been an obstacle for inter-procedural program analysis. In TyPM, we also need to know the targets of indirect calls in the first place, so that we can perform the identification of type- and direction-labeled data flows through function arguments. Our strategy is to adopt the existing type matching (function-type matching and struct-type matching) to find indirect-call targets, which is sound (i.e., a target set is complete).

However, existing type matching is conservative in finding targets, and thus is imprecise; most targets are false positives. To address the problem, we propose an iterative algorithm to gradually refine the targets. The idea is that through one iteration, we can resolve the dependent modules of an indirect call; by limiting the type matching to the dependent modules, we refine its targets which are used in the next iteration. We stop the iterations until we cannot refine the targets. This way, we improve the precision of both indirect-call targets and dependence analysis.
Dependence resolving. With the type- and direction-labeled data flows in globals and arguments, we can build a large map (FlowMap) that maintains the type-labeled data flows between any two modules, which allows us to further resolve the dependence. Given a <type, module> pair, we simply query the map to recursively identify all dependent modules.

4.5. Type Elevation for Precision

In a real-world scenario, a typical case is to resolve the dependence for a specific memory-access instruction, such as indirect call and memory read/write. The type of the target of the memory-access instruction can be obtained through the type of the pointer operand of the instruction. For example, an indirect call tells the type of the function pointer (i.e., function type). Such a type can be generic. When we use the type to find dependences, the resolving can be very inclusive and returns a large set of dependent modules. To improve the precision, we propose type elevation.

Figure 4: An example that qualifies type elevation.

The idea of type elevation is to use more complex types (thus more unique) to result in a smaller set of dependent modules. The pointer operand of a memory-access instruction is typically loaded from a struct, and oftentimes, a pointer of the struct is loaded from another more complex struct, and so forth. From the pointer operand of a memory-access instruction, we can get a complex and unique base type for it, i.e., type elevation. If we use both the base type and the original pointer-operand type to resolve the dependences, the resolving will certainly be much more restrictive, and the results would be much more precise. This is because the final results are essentially an intersection of the two sets obtained from the two types.

We use an example in Figure 4 to illustrate how type elevation works. In this case, we want to identify dependent modules of the indirect call on line 3. Initially, we obtain the type of the function pointer, get_policy, and use it to identify dependent modules, $S_{T_1}$. Then, we elevate the type to the container of the function pointer, which is struct vm_operations_struct (from vm_ops) or even struct vm_area_struct (from vma). We can use the struct type to identify dependent modules, $S_{T_2}$. The final dependent-module set is $S_{T_1} \cap S_{T_2}$, which would be smaller than the original $S_{T_1}$.

However, such a simple design is not sound. When we elevate the type to a complex base type (e.g., struct), an object of this type may be created within the module, instead of being passed in from other modules. Therefore, if we still look for cross-module data flows of this base type, we may not find a dependence even if the original pointer type is indeed passed in from other modules, leading to false negatives or soundness issues. In other words, to use a base type for resolving dependences in a module, we must ensure that this type of data is never internally created but is passed in from the external.

Externality analysis for soundness. We thus propose externality analysis to avoid false negatives. The idea is to analyze the module to determine if an object of the elevated complex type is ever internally created. To conservatively identify any creation of the complex type, we analyze all initializers and store instructions that target the type. If any creation is found, we assume that data of this type may be internally generated, and the type should not be used as an elevated type, and we should fall back to the original type. Otherwise, it is safe to use it to restrictively resolve dependences. In the example in Figure 4, we found that struct vm_area_struct cannot be used as the base type because vm_area_struct.vm_ops is ever assigned in the module; that is, it may be created internally, and we have to lower the type. However, struct vm_operations_struct is indeed external, and we can use it for dependence resolving in this module. Note that once a type is lowered, we cannot elevate it again during a single resolving.

5. Implementation with LLVM

We implemented TyPM based on LLVM 15 as a pass. In this section, we present important considerations for the implementation.

Type representation and comparison. We found the type comparison in LLVM a challenging problem. First, in LLVM, a type is a memory object, and different modules have different memory objects even for the same type. We cannot simply use pointers to types for comparison. Second, a struct type may even have variant string representations. Therefore, a string-based comparison will not work either. Third, a struct may or may not have a name in different modules.

We use a strategy to deal with type comparison. First, if a type is not a struct type, we use its string. If a type is a struct, we use its name. However, we develop a name-recovering technique to identify missed names. For structs, we first record their names when they are available and collect type IDs [4] of their fields. When we encounter a struct without a name, we look up the records based on the field type IDs to find the name. If we still cannot find the name, we will use field type IDs for comparison. After obtaining the string and names, we perform hashing, so that the following frequent comparison can be efficient.

Handling union types. Union types bring implementation challenges because a union type can appear as “different types”, depending on the instantiation object. This can cause confusion to TyPM and result in soundness issues. We address this problem by only taking the name of a union type for comparison. This is based on the observation that regardless of the actual type of the instantiation object, the name of a union type in LLVM remains the same. Such an implementation decision slightly hurts precision but avoids soundness issues.
Type elevation. The idea of type elevation is to use as a complex type as possible when resolving the dependencies. Given a memory-access instruction, its access target is specified by the pointer operand. In LLVM IR, we can get the type of the element pointed to by the pointer. We found that the element is typically (more than 90% in the Linux kernel) loaded from a base type, typically a struct. To get the base type, we parse the GetElementPtr (GEP) instructions which contain both the base type and field type. If there is a sequence of GEP instructions, we will take the outermost (i.e., most complex) type as the base type for dependence resolving. Note that this analysis is also conservative; whenever we are unable to further parse the instructions, e.g., encountering an argument, we stop the analysis and take the current sequence of GEP instructions to infer the base type. When parsing the GEP instructions, we also record the indexes to achieve the field sensitivity which is required by the externality analysis.

It is worth noting that the externality analysis is the only part that requires field-sensitive analysis. For other parts, TyPM does not require a field-sensitive analysis, which significantly reduces the implementation complexity.

Specification of target types. We provide two ways for specifying the target types. One is to generally specify the class of memory-access instructions, such as indirect calls; TyPM will then automatically identify the pair <type, module> for each memory-access instruction. The other way is to specify the name of the type as a string in an input file, and TyPM will load the types from the file and use hash values to represent the type names. In the dependence-resolving stage, TyPM will use the hash values to match types.

LLVM opaque pointers. LLVM switched to opaque pointers on 04/12/2022 (commit e758b77161a7), and the type information of pointers is not immediately available. We identify two practical solutions. First, we can simply disable opaque pointers by using option -no-opaque-pointers or use an LLVM version that does not use opaque pointers. Second, we can build TyPM as a standalone binary based on LLVM before version e758b77161a7. In this work, we chose the second solution and developed a script to automate the process. In the future, we will also explore the possibility of making TyPM compatible with opaque pointers, as LLVM offers APIs for obtaining type information to migrate to opaque pointers [2].

6. Security Applications

Dependence analysis is an enabling technique for a variety of security applications. In this section, we use TyPM for two security applications: refining indirect-call targets produced by existing type matching and protecting critical data structures from independent writes. Both applications are security-critical, as they are used to prevent privilege-escalation attacks, and to achieve data integrity and control-flow integrity. We will evaluate both applications in §7.

6.1. Refining Indirect-Call Targets

Our first security application is to refine indirect-call targets produced by existing type matching. Precisely resolving indirect-call targets has been a prerequisite for effective control-flow integrity and precise inter-procedural static analysis. Our idea is that existing techniques globally match indirect-call targets based on the types of functions or structs in the whole program; if we use TyPM to first identify the dependent modules and apply type matching to only these modules, we would significantly improve the precision of the results. This is essentially achieving scope-aware type matching. In this application, the only input we need for TyPM is which type matching we plan to use and improve. We choose two schemes of type matching: function-type matching [43, 56] and struct-type matching [37, 61, 36, 31]. As function-type matching is straightforward, we have our own implementation in TyPM. For struct type matching, we use the implementation of MLTA [35].

Specifically, for an indirect call, TyPM identifies the dependent modules. After that, TyPM applies the existing type matching to only the dependent modules. That is, if a target returned by existing type matching does not belong to any dependent module, we discard it. Once we refine the targets, i.e., finishing one iteration, we go back to identify types and directions of data flows that involve indirect calls. We can perform the iterations until no more indirect-call targets are removed. In TyPM, we also provide the number of iterations as a configuration option in case users would like to get results sooner. When some target functions are not in the analysis scope, e.g., their address propagation involves assembly, we provide an allowlist to conservatively keep them in the resolving results.

6.2. Protecting Critical Data Structures

The motivation of the second application is that critical system attacks often corrupt critical data structures. For example, a pattern of privilege escalation is to overwrite the UID to zero. In system software like the Linux kernel, there are many centralized critical data structures that are used for access control.

The method. We apply TyPM to protect critical data structures in the Linux kernel. There are many memory-write instructions; each takes a pointer that specifies the writing target and stores data to it. When the pointer is controlled by an attacker, e.g., through a buffer overflow, the memory-write instruction becomes an arbitrary write and can overwrite critical data structures. TyPM can be naturally applied to mitigate the problem by identifying memory-write instructions where critical data structures can never be passed to them. We call such instructions non-sensitive writes which will be directly constrained from writing to any critical data structures. For each sensitive write, we further use TyPM to identify the specific dependent critical modules.

The method works as follows. First, we collect all modules that allocate critical data structures, including static and dynamic allocations. We refer to the module set as
critical modules. Second, for each memory-write instruction, we use TyPM to identify all possible target modules, which are referred to as target modules. Finally, we intersect critical modules with target modules. If there is any overlap, we mark the instruction as a sensitive write. All other instructions are marked as non-sensitive writes and may be constrained from writing to any critical data structures. For a sensitive write, we use TyPM to limit it to only the critical modules that create objects of the specific types it targets.

**Identifying critical data structures.** The very first task is to identify critical data structures. We take the Linux kernel as an example. In this project, we focus on permission- and access-control-related data structures. Previous works [25, 61] show that the Linux kernel mainly uses three kinds of access-control mechanisms, Discretionary Access Controls (DAC), Capabilities, and Linux Security Modules (LSM). Based on the kernel documentation and previous works [27, 26, 61], we manually collect the structures that are checked by the permission-check APIs (e.g., capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN)) as critical data structures. As permission-check APIs are well-defined, the identification of such structures is straightforward. In total, we collected 37 data structures that require LSM checks, 5 data structures that require capability checks, and 2 data structures that require DAC checks.

### 7. Evaluation

We evaluate TyPM from the following perspectives:

- **Scalability and overall performance.** TyPM is expected to scale to programs as large as the Linux kernel and browsers.
- **Reduction rate of dependences.** Given a type and a module, we evaluate to what extent TyPM can remove independent modules and constrain memory-write instructions from overwriting critical data structures.
- **Refining rate on indirect-call targets.** Compared to existing type matching, we evaluate to what extent TyPM can further improve the precision.
- **False negatives or soundness.** Soundness is a design goal of TyPM. We evaluate if TyPM would introduce false negatives when refining indirect-call targets.
- **Mitigating existing exploits.** At last, we test if TyPM can defeat existing exploits (with CVE numbers) that escalate privileges by manipulating critical data structures.

**Target programs.** We have three criteria for selecting target programs: (1) the program should be security-sensitive and demand isolation or protection of critical data structures; (2) the program is written in an unsafe language like C/C++ and has indirect calls; (3) the program should be popular and have many users.

With the criteria, we select system software running on different privilege levels (rings 3, 0, and -1). Specifically, we selected the Linux kernel, the Xen hypervisor, OVMF UEFI firmware, as well as the Firefox browser. The complexity of these programs is summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>#Lines</th>
<th>#Modules</th>
<th>#Calls</th>
<th>Addrs</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux-default</td>
<td>1,401K</td>
<td>2,372</td>
<td>21K</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>7m53s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux-allyes</td>
<td>10,318K</td>
<td>17,440</td>
<td>127K</td>
<td>210K</td>
<td>461m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>365K</td>
<td>2,112</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>4.2K</td>
<td>28s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVMF</td>
<td>333K</td>
<td>1,262</td>
<td>8K</td>
<td>2.8K</td>
<td>21s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox (C++)</td>
<td>6,475K</td>
<td>15,442</td>
<td>241K</td>
<td>189K</td>
<td>772m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: Target programs and their complexity.** “Addrs” refers to the number of address-taking functions.

**Experimental setup.** We use LLVM 15.0 (e758b77161a7, 04/12/2022). We use the default compiler options to generate the bitcode files of the target programs, e.g., -O2. We use a desktop running on 64GB RAM and an Intel Xeon CPU 2.9 GHz with 8 cores. The OS is Ubuntu 20.04 LTS.

#### 7.1. Overall Performance

Our evaluation results show that TyPM can easily scale to millions of lines of code. Table 1 also shows the analysis time for each program. In this evaluation, we use the basic function-type matching to get the original indirect-call targets, and the dependence resolving performs one iteration. We will evaluate multi-iteration in §7.2.

TyPM can finish the analysis for regular programs within a minute. However, for large programs with a massive number of indirect calls, the analysis can take much longer, but still within a day. We looked into the time distribution and found that the time for the first two stages is linear, which is less than half an hour for Linux (allyes config), but the time for the last stage (dependence resolving) is quadratic, with complexity $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of modules in TyPM’s current design. For each indirect call, TyPM recursively traverses all modules and queries the FlowMap, which takes the majority of the time.

#### 7.2. Refinement of Indirect-Call Targets

In this section, we evaluate the first security application.

##### 7.2.1. Precision Improvements for Existing Techniques.

We apply TyPM to identify indirect-call targets and compare the target reduction with existing type matching. We take existing type matching as a baseline and apply TyPM to improve the results. By its nature, TyPM’s approach is orthogonal to existing type matching. We define the matching scope as the number of modules a type will be matched with. Previous type matching takes all modules of a program as the scope. Ideally the improvement (i.e., additional reduction of indirect-call targets) should be proportional to the reduction rate of the matching scope. Therefore, any existing type matching can be used. We first use the function-type matching to evaluate TyPM’s effectiveness in reducing the matching scope and indirect-call targets. We run two sets of experiments, one with only one iteration and the other with multi-iterations until targets cannot be further removed. We do not apply multi-iterations to Linux-allyes or Firefox because the reduction rate is already good (87% and 71%),
and the running takes much time. We then switch to struct-type matching. As shown in existing works [36, 37, 61], the struct-type matching has significantly refined the indirect-call targets. However, by reducing the matching scope, we expect TyPM to further refine the targets effectively.

Table 2 shows the results. We first briefly describe the results based on function-type matching. Even with one iteration, TyPM is able to reduce the scope by up to 95% in OVMF and by at least 73% in Firefox. The target-reduction rates range from 35% (OVMF) to 87% (Linux-allyes). We found that the number of iterations is typically 3. With multi-iteration, the target-reduction rates are improved, while the scope-reduction rates are stable. For example, the target-reduction rate for OVMF is doubled, and the reduction rate for Linux-default is improved to 45% which is significant. We then describe the results based on struct-type matching. Overall, the scope reduction is almost the same. The target-reduction rates are a bit different but are still significant, which is expected as TyPM improves precision by reducing the matching scope, which is orthogonal to function-type matching or struct-type matching.

When only direction inference is disabled, the target reduction is 38%, and the scope reduction is 80%. When only type elevation is disabled, the target reduction is down to 9%, and the scope reduction is 81%. When both are disabled, the target reduction is 8%, and the scope reduction is 80%. From the results, we can see that type elevation contributes to the most reduction of targets, but not the reduction of scope. The limited contribution to scope reduction can be a result of that in type elevation, container types in globals and arguments are also included, so more type-labeled data flows are included, and the dependence-resolving results do not change much. The direction inference does not improve reduction significantly due to its conservative policy. As will be discussed in §8, improving the direction inference would be able to further improve the reduction.

7.2. False Negatives. Evaluating whether TyPM has false negatives is challenging because we lack ground truth. Therefore, in this work, we choose to use a tracer that collects ground-truth traces (i.e., runtime indirect-call targets) for soundness evaluation. When a runtime indirect-call target is not included in the results of TyPM, but included in the results of existing function-type matching, it is a false negative introduced by TyPM. We implement the tracer as an LLVM pass. In this pass, we add hook functions right before indirect-call instructions. To record indirect-call targets, we take the target address from an indirect-call instruction and send it to the hook function which invokes sprint_symbol provided by Linux to print out the target function. We finally build the Linux kernel with our LLVM pass and run LTP (Linux Test Project) to broadly collect traces.

With Linux LTP, we were able to collect 5,799 unique <indirect call, target> pairs using our tracer. The results show that TyPM indeed removes 7 true-positive pairs from the results of existing function-type matching. After looking into the causes, we found two reasons. The first one is about the container_of feature [1] in Linux, which results in 6 false negatives. The feature is to get a pointer of the container object based on the pointer of a field object. From the perspective of static analysis, this is an “out-of-bound” access and violates TyPM’s assumption. At runtime, in case an object does not come with the corresponding container object, out-of-bound access may occur [23]. More specifically, in the second stage, when parsing nested element types, TyPM assumes that memory access can only be within the boundary of the current project. Note that not all such cases would cause false negatives in TyPM. For a container_of, there is a typecast from a field type to a container type. When both types are in the same module, TyPM will recognize it, and there will be no false negative. This only incurs false negatives when the two types are across modules and the cross-module data flows only reflect the field types. While we can still handle such cases by treating container_of the whole as a typecasting and expanding types of cross-module data flows, we do not plan to support it for now, as it is Linux-specific and violating the memory-safety policy from the static-analysis perspective.

The second cause is a compiler bug in LLVM 15.
A constant-size array is defined in one module with type `[4 x void (%struct.page*)*]; however, in another module that dereferences its element, the type becomes `[0 x void (%struct.page*)*], which is incorrect. We compiled the same code with other LLVM versions and found that the bug does not exist in other versions.

### Table 2: Reduction of indirect-call targets and reduction of scope for type matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Func-type matching</th>
<th>TyPM based on function-type matching</th>
<th>TyPM based on struct-type matching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of targets</td>
<td>1-iteration Target Scope</td>
<td>1-iteration Target Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux-default</td>
<td>534,835</td>
<td>39% (324,534) 82%</td>
<td>45% (295,919) 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>89,515</td>
<td>36% (57,449) 95%</td>
<td>43% (51,005) 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVMF</td>
<td>51,701</td>
<td>35% (33,464) 95%</td>
<td>62% (19,476) 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux-allyes</td>
<td>50,709K</td>
<td>87% (6,545K) 88%</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox (C++)</td>
<td>308,426K</td>
<td>71% (87,320K) 73%</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dependence-reduction rate.** In this section, we evaluate the dependence-reduction rate for memory-write instructions against critical data structures in the Linux kernel (Linux-default). As discussed in §6.2, we manually collected 44 critical data structures in the Linux kernel that are related to permission, capabilities, LSM, and DAC. To measure the effectiveness of TyPM in this application, we used the following strategy. For each memory-write instruction, we use TyPM to first identify if it may target a critical data structure. This is based on the type analysis in the type-elevation component of TyPM—checking if the pointer of a memory-access instruction refers to a sensitive data type. If so, we go ahead to apply TyPM to resolve the dependent modules and report the number of dependent modules. By comparing it with the number of all modules, we can calculate a reduction rate. If a memory-write instruction does not target critical data structures, it may be directly constrained, and we do not further apply TyPM’s dependence resolving.

In Linux-default, we identify in total 172,534 memory-write instructions. Out of them, we found that 16,739 may write data to at least one critical data structure based on the type analysis of type elevation; these are sensitive writes. The other memory writes (90.3%) are considered non-sensitive and may be directly constrained from writing to any of the critical data structures. The following results thus focus on only the sensitive writes which will further go through the dependence resolving. For sensitive writes, if we do not limit the write targets, they can target any of the 2,372 modules. Therefore, the total number of target modules would be 39,705K. However, with TyPM, we identify that only 51,244 modules can be their valid targets, on average removing 99.9% of modules. In other words, on average a sensitive memory-write instruction can only target three modules (as opposed to 2,372 modules); such a reduction is dramatic.

**Case study with CVEs.** We then evaluate whether TyPM is able to mitigate existing privilege-escalation attacks. We select the most recent public privilege-escalation attacks against Linux that corrupt critical data structures. In total, we collected 8 exploits with CVEs (2022-32250, 2022-34918, 2022-27666, 2021-41073, 2021-26708, 2022-29582, 2022-1015, 2022-25636). Three of them corrupt the critical modprobe_path, and the other five corrupt UID. We confirmed that TyPM can defeat the first five cases, as the involved writes are constrained from accessing the critical data based on its type-analysis results. TyPM cannot defeat the last three because they employ “confused-deputy” attacks which call the valid function commit_cred() to indirectly overwrite UID. To prevent them, TyPM must be enforced together with CFI. Note that this is a general problem shared by data-protection techniques [49, 53].

### 8. Discussion

**Optimization for analysis time.** We identify two major time-consuming analyses in TyPM; both involve recursion. The first one is in labeling the types and directions of data flows in globals and arguments. The process needs to recursively parse nested elements and cast-from types. The second is in resolving the dependences. The process needs to recursively traverse the data flows between modules to collect all dependences.

We can have two strategies to reduce the analysis time: caching and multi-threading. If a type in a module has been parsed, or its dependences have been resolved, we can cache it for reuse. The resolving is the most time-consuming process. Its current implementation is single-threaded. As it statically uses the FlowMap, multi-threading can be applied to speed up the resolving in the future.

**Support for C++ and safe languages.** We believe that the indirect-call targets with C++ programs can be significantly refined if we perform the class-hierarchy analysis [45, 24, 20] to directly map virtual functions to the corresponding classes, instead of using general type matching. This is an orthogonal approach to TyPM, and tools already exist, so we can integrate them with TyPM to achieve more precise indirect-call analysis for C++. TyPM can also be applied to type-safe languages to understand the dependences between modules. This can be useful in applications such as logic-error...
containing, compartmentalization, or software debloating. When the language is type-safe, the typecasting and callback analyses would be simpler and have more-precise results. For example, when wild pointers (e.g., void *) do not exist, the conservative policy of assuming that wild pointers can target any type can be removed, which will significantly improve the precision of the analysis.

Potential improvements for precision. TyPM can be further improved for precision. We identify two potential efforts. First, direction inference: in the current implementation, TyPM conservatively performs a minimal intra-procedural analysis for only load and store. Any uncertain case would be treated bi-directional. As a result, in most cases, data flows are still considered bi-directional. A more thorough but sound data-flow analysis would effectively improve the precision in dependence resolving. Second, handling of general types: in TyPM, we assume that a general type (e.g., void *) can pass any type of data and can represent any other type that has transitive cast-to or cast-from relations with it. We believe that using an analysis against general types to more precisely infer which other types they can represent would effectively improve the precision in dependence resolving.

TyPM for runtime defenses. TyPM currently cannot be directly used for defenses due to false negatives as shown in §7.2.2. However, the false-negative results are encouraging and suggest that TyPM can also be applied for defense with additional analysis. First, we need to also perform typecasting against function arguments to make sure that the basic function-type matching does not have false negatives [43]. Second, by performing a cross-module downcasting analysis, we can detect dangerous casts that result in out-of-bound accesses and report them for manual validation. If a cast is valid, we can add it to an allowlist, so that TyPM can capture them. Besides runtime defense mechanisms, TyPM can be directly used to facilitate bug detection, reachability analysis, and any other static analyses that can tolerate a few false negatives.

Enforcement of write integrity. In this work, we focused on identifying irrelevant write instructions which should not target the critical data structures, but did not actually enforce the write integrity. To enforce the write integrity, one idea is to allocate critical structures in a dedicated memory region and use software-based fault isolation (SFI) [55] to constrain accesses from them. This requires the development of new memory allocators and an SFI mechanism. Given the complexity of the Linux kernel, the engineering efforts alone would deserve separate work. On the other hand, as will be mentioned in §9, researchers have proposed various techniques for the enforcement of write integrity [7, 30, 53]. It is worth noting that CFI should be enforced together with write integrity to avoid the “confused-deputy” problem—attackers may indirectly invoke valid write instructions to corrupt data structures via code-reuse attacks [48].

Function as dependence-resolving unit. TyPM’s current implementation takes module as the unit. In principle, we can also take function as the unit. However, two potential issues should be addressed. First, the time of resolving is quadratic to the number of units. Having function as the unit would cost much more time. As an example, Linux-default has 2,372 modules, but 44,392 functions. Second, given a program, it is much easier to take out a module or isolate a module, as modules are relatively self-contained. However, functions may have complicated dependences with others, so removing or isolating them would be harder in practice. That said, function as a unit is still a valid choice and can be explored in the future.

9. Related work

In this section, we discuss the most related work from four perspectives: dependence analysis, type analysis, program modularization, and write integrity.

Dependence analysis. PtrSplit [33] is a recent and closely related work. It constructs program-dependence graph (PDG) for each function and then builds a global graph based on the PDGs, which is then used to resolve dependences for manually annotated sensitive data. TyPM distinguishes itself from PtrSplit in some important perspectives. First, PtrSplit does not handle globals or shared memory; as a result, it does not support multi-threaded programs such as the programs tested in the paper. Second, PtrSplit does not handle typecasting. As a result, the actual types of nested general pointers in function parameters cannot be resolved. Such cases are prevalent in system software. Third, the overhead of dependence resolving is quadratic to the number of units (e.g., module or function). Taking function as the unit would suffer from scalability issues. In comparison, TyPM does not construct a PDG, which itself is challenging to ensure precision and soundness. TyPM handles globals and shared memory, and can naturally support both single-threaded and multi-threaded programs. TyPM carefully handles typecasting and nested types in both parameters and globals. Last, our design choice of taking module as the unit allows TyPM to scale.

Other than that, ProgramCutter [57] is a graph-based approach to separating the privileged code of a program based on dynamic data dependency analysis. Bavota et al. [9] provided a software modularization technique based on the program structural dependencies analysis, which can help with program maintenance by modularizing programs. Decades ago, researchers studied program-modularization issues. Cardelli [11] and Glew et al. [19] tried to separate programs into self-contained and compilable modules, which is to ensure type-safe linking. General analysis tools such as SVF [54] and Andersen [21] can also be used to analyze dependences; however, they cannot scale to large programs and still suffer from accuracy issues.

Angr [52] and BPA [29] employ value-set analysis and point-to analysis based on binaries. In resolving indirect-call targets, besides scalability, their precision is not as good as source-level type-based analysis. For instance, BPA achieves a reduction rate of 37% over the original address-taken functions; in comparison, taking Linux-default as an example, function-type matching alone can reduce the average number of targets from 32,484 to 26 (with a reduction rate of more
than 99.9%), and TyPM is able to further reduce it to 8.5; therefore, it is an unfair comparison (binary vs. source), in terms of the target-reduction rate, TyPM outperforms BPA by 3 orders of magnitude.

**Type analysis.** C/C++ is not type-safe. However, types provide rich semantics, sometimes even invariants, that are precious for security-property reasoning. In the security domain, the research on type-based analysis has thrived since its uses in CFI. Notably, modular control-flow integrity [43] and Google CFI [56] use function-type matching to resolve indirect-call targets, which is sound in principle but imprecise. τCFI also tries to use types to match targets of indirect calls. However, due to the missed type information in binaries, it only uses the size of each argument for the matching. Recent advances additionally use struct-type matching [36, 37, 61, 31, 18] to improve the precision. All such matching is global and will include targets from unrelated modules, which motivated us to perform scope-aware type matching in TyPM. VIP [16] uses types to improve the precision for pointer analysis related to virtual calls in C++. However, it is unsound and imprecise.

Zdancewic et al. proposed to partition programs based on security types [58, 62]. While they share a similar research goal—program partitioning, their approach is clearly different or even opposite. TyPM uses type-based analysis for data-flow dependences, while the work of Zdancewic et al. uses data-flow analysis for type propagation. More specifically, their work requires manual annotation of security types (classification labels) and pre-configured subprograms; it then employs data-flow analysis to associate fields and statements to subprograms. Such an approach is essentially data-flow analysis, instead of type-based analysis. As a result, the limitations with static data-flow analysis would still apply.

**Program modularization and enforcement.** Given its importance, program modularization has been actively studied. μSCOPE [49], which internally uses Memorizer [51], studies the separability of the monolithic Linux kernel. μSCOPE and TyPM use complementary approaches. μSCOPE uses dynamic tracing to understand the separability, while TyPM employs static type analysis to find the “CAN’T” set (independent modules). μSCOPE is precise but has false negatives, while TyPM is comprehensive but less precise. Note that comprehensiveness is important for runtime mechanisms to not crash the program.

Most recently, HAKC [38] supports kernel partitioning through a data-ownership mechanism. However, HAKC requires developers to annotate the compartments and specify policies. Similarly, other works [39, 13, 50] on compartmentalization typically assume that the compartments are provided. Isolation and privilege separation [14, 40, 42, 41, 22] in critical software such as OSes has also been extensively studied. They also assume that partitions are given. Therefore, TyPM can help make the works more usable by automatically identifying compartments or partitions.

**Write integrity.** To protect critical data structures, TyPM tries to constrain irrelevant write instructions from corrupting such data structures, which is essentially to provide write integrity. There are related works that also try to ensure write integrity for specific data objects. WIT [7] uses point-to analysis to compute the control-flow graph and the set of objects that can be targeted by each write instruction. Such an approach would not work for multi-entry programs as internal control dependence is not required to form data dependence, as shown in §2.1. Also, precise point-to analysis [54] is unsound, and itself requires a global callgraph (with indirect-call targets resolved). DFI such as Kenali [53] also uses point-to analysis or data-flow analysis to identify valid targets of memory writes. Code-pointer integrity (CPI) [30] identifies sensitive pointers and stores them in safe regions. Sensitive pointers are labeled with types, but the propagation analysis still uses data-flow analysis. In comparison, TyPM supports multi-entry programs, avoids point-to analysis with the type-based analyses, and thus is practical. It is worth noting that TyPM can benefit existing mechanisms. For example, by further matching types of aliases, TyPM can improve the precision of alias (or point-to) analysis.

10. Conclusion

Dependence analysis is a foundational technique that enables security applications such as control-flow integrity, data integrity, program compartmentalization, and debloating. Dependence analysis has been known to be hard, and even infeasible for large C/C++ system programs. This paper presents a breakthrough in dependence analysis—type-based dependence analysis for program modularization (TyPM). Given a type and a module, TyPM conservatively determines all dependent modules in the program that may directly or indirectly pass data of this type to the module. Other modules are independent and can be excluded. We propose multiple techniques to make TyPM scalable, practical, and precise, including typecasting analysis, identification of type- and direction-labeled data flows, iterative dependence resolving, and type elevation. As a demonstration, we showed how to use TyPM to significantly refine indirect-call targets over the state of the art and to protect critical data structures from being overwritten. Extensive evaluation results on an OS kernel, a hypervisor, a firmware, and a browser confirm that TyPM is precise and practical, and does not introduce false negatives under its model. We open-source TyPM and hope it would enable more security applications.
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